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Les Six is all about the elegance and the expression of six different grape 
varieties (in an appellation often dominated by just two) blended together in the 
tradition of yesteryear. This 2018, is the seventh vintage of "Les Six". Released as 
a Cairanne A.O.C.; the southern Rhône's newest Cru.
 
 

 

FPB155 Cairanne Rhône, France
 

Red 14.5% Cork
 

50% Grenache Noir, 10% Mourvèdre, 10% Syrah, 10% Carignan, 10% Counoise, 10% Cinsault
 

HOW IT'S MADE

The slopes above the village of Cairanne are bedecked with treasure troves of well-established 
vineyards steeped in the classic terroir of "agril-calcaire" (chalky clay) and bristling with parcels of 
low-yielding old vines, some of very rare and ancient grape varieties. The six varieties, some familiar 
(Grenache Noir, Syrah, Mourvèdre) and others less so (Cinsault, Counoise and Carignan Noir) are 
hand-picked and hand-sorted to ensure perfect ripeness. Some varieties are co-fermented together 
for greater complexity and all are fermented in large 60001 oak vats by the natural yeasts present 
on the grape skins. Vinification is traditional, aided by manual pigeage and gentle remontage. Les Six 
was later assembled and matured in the sam etronconique for ten months and bottled at Domaine 
Boutinot's cellars in Cairanne.

 
TASTING NOTES

The 2018 vintage is full-flavored and complex with the typical freshness and elegance coming from 
our hillside vineyards. Layers of fruit are interwoven and underpinned by a plush texture and supple 
tannins which propel the scents and flavors of peppery red and black fruits to a vibrant, expressive 
finish.
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FOOD MATCH
 

This wine has a natural affinity with herby lamb but would be 
superb with most grilled meats and roasted vegetables.

 
AWARDS

 

Wine Advocate - 91 pts., Jeb Dunnuck - 92 pts. & Christine 
Havens - 91 pts.

 
ALLERGENS

 

Contains sulfites and no other allergens

Case / Bottle Size 6 x 750ml

Bottle Barcode 3430560007961

Case Weight 21.61 lbs.

Case Barcode 13430560005087

Capsule Type Polylaminate

Pallet Details 98 cases per pallet / 7 layers
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